
Brick method balanced case & substitation method

#Brick method - more on leat dominased case

Suppose cost (v) so cost (children (u))
I Sum of all children

for all nodes u

impute zine greater than

Ex. W(n) = 3W(3) +n

cost is O (cost (bareet))se
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cost of base

if leaves
cost (base

has DCI) and root is leaves,
e) = O(# leaves)

Wen) = a W(b)*...
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I by ages = clogsa

But some cases are different...

Ex. WCh) = W(3) + WCs) +5 ...
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→and leaves scattered

I But more things here

cost (Un) =In
cost (chadren (vn)) = +E = 5 (JI +$)

sometimese
So increasing
Leave dominated.

#leaves L(n) = (108+108

# Substitution Method
— aka guess and check

come up with some function
_by induction

Ex. (ront) guess: Lin) =nt for some constant b
L(n) =nd = 15=1 for all b.
Assume for oskan, LCk) = kb.
LCh) = L(3) + L(7)

=(5+68) by It
= nb. (I +#)

But if we want no. (ir +$) =n, we need:

bz
» L(n)

WCh)

I if... say

& Wolfrom alpha
0.788...

= n°.788...
E OC no.188..., 2 since leaves dominated
base case costs O(m),

W(n, m) € O(mu°788...)

local cost:

not the

=1.284 5n

else
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# Brick method - balanced tree

work balanced,

overall cost s

across levels:

I asymptotall the come as inprecise defunction
- highest cast level

Ex. Merge sort
W(n) = 2W(=) + O(n)

# level € O(logn)
overall € 0 (nlogn)

Note: not all recurrences fall in one of brick cases

#Cost models

time?
operations?cost moder assymptotic

more
over work span model

more

Some types of models...

Processor P

Reg sire

another layer of abstraction,
the quastion of "asymptotic what?

- Random access machine (RAM) model = Gard enong for writing
OCI) instructions, read, wrote, add, mustiply.

jumps, conditionals...
sequential complexity in 122: #instructionson RAM model

inporfection: read write

- IO model: non-constant read write cost

may not be OCI)... (thick cache)

If

Oln)

O(h)

O (n)
:

cost model t

cost model
processe



- RAM model but multiple processors

size

k processors

- P-RAM mode:
P-P-M model thrit but all process a such enorely
- P-RAM (exclusine W). = disalow =-
Problems, how do we model and partition?

maybe possible, but messy to work with
also synchronisation is costly to implement
Is but asynchronous makes it even harder to program

- On top of async PRAM - Nested Parallel Work-Span Model
More like a language cost model than machine model

expressions
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